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Index of Terms: 

 InJD = In John’s Day – referring to the history found in Revelation as it happened 

 InOD = In Our Day – applying this Living Text of Sacred Scripture to our own time 

and events 

 (Barber, pg#) = reference to where you can find the current quote in use in the 

book. 

 [ …] = when used inside a quote, these are my words and do not appear in the 

original text.  Most often used for further clarification and/or for a smoother read. 

 (Ibid.) = quote used is found on the same page as the proceeding quote. 

 ***REGARDLESS of the text and translation used (Holy Bible, RSV Catholic 

Edition); whenever God is in reference to the Pronoun will receive a capital letter in 

reverence to our Creator : i.e. Him, His, Himself 

To be used with the Book Study: “Coming Soon”, by Michael Barber, ©2005 by Michael 

Barber, published by Emmaus Road Publishing.  All rights reserved. 

A Note from the Author: 

“Revelation” in Greek literally means “unveiling”. 

In this book, we will take an in-depth look at the Apocalypse.  Chapter by chapter, verse by 

verse, we will move through this difficult and confusing book of the Bible.  Along the way, we 

will steer clear of fanciful interpretations by faithfully following the criteria laid out by the 

Catechism of the Catholic Church and the Second Vatican Council for studying scripture: 

The Content of unity of Scripture: We will look at the Book of Revelation in the context of 

the rest of the Bible, seeing how its message fits into God’s fatherly plan (the oikonomia). 

The Church’s Living Tradition: The Book of Revelation cannot be properly understood 

without seeing its relationship to the Church’s tradition, as passed on through her liturgy. 

The analogy of Faith: As we consider the concepts and images presented in this book, we will 

remain faithful to the teachings of the Church, using them to guide us to faithful 

interpretation. 

Rest assured: The Holy Spirit inspired the human authors of Scripture, and He helps us to 

understand Scripture as the Faith is passed on through the life of the church, particularly in 

her liturgy and in her teaching authority.  (Barber, introduction, xi, xii) 

~Michael Barber©2005 

 


